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Crime Statistics 2012 – 2013 

 
Over the past few years we have become accustomed to acknowledging decreases (however slight) 
in the major crime categories. The release of the crime statistics for the year ending March 2013, 
however, showed some of the worst numbers in almost a decade, especially in the crimes that 
particularly heighten fear, namely residential robberies (up by 3.6%), robbery with aggravating 
circumstances (up by 1.2%), and car hijackings, which rose by 5.4%. The Minister of Police, Nathi 
Mthethwa, described the statistics as the ‘worst figures seen in ten years.’ 
 
For the first time in five years the murder rate has gone up: from 15,609 in the past year to 16,259 
in the year under review, amounting to roughly two additional murders a day. The Minister pointed 
out that this equalled 31.1 murders per 100,000 people, just under double the African average of 17 
murders per 100,000 people last year. It should be noted, though, that despite this particular spike, 
the figures are down from four years ago and have decreased by 27.2% over the past nine years. It 
should also be borne in mind that criminologists suggest that about 60% of murders in this country 
are committed by people who are in some type of relationship with the victim, and that such 
murders are not necessarily preventable by better policing. There was also a frightening 6.5% 
increase in attempted murders over the past year, and a sharp increase of 13.5% in drug-related 
crimes. 
 
There were, however, some signs that the recent downward trend has continued in certain 
categories. Sexual offences were down very slightly by 0.4%, (although this has been disputed by 
some analysts); business and non-residential robberies decreased 0.6%; bank robberies by a 
staggering 80%; cash-in-transit robberies by 20.3%; and shoplifting by 3.9%. Yet without wanting 
to rain on the parade, it must be taken into account that many of these decreases are in the 
commercial arena where private security is used significantly, and thus the decreases cannot be 
attributed to better policing alone. 
 
It is also worth noting that both Minister Mthethwa and Commissioner Phiyega spoke about the 
issue of possibly reshaping the specialised public order policing units, in response to the rising 
number of violent protests occurring in South Africa. These protests are in themselves a comment 
on the pervasiveness of various social pathologies. The police had to respond to 12,399 protests in 
the year under review. Approximately 1,882 of these were violent, and resulted in the police 
opening 693 criminal cases. 
 
These statistics remind us that violence in South Africa remains unacceptably high, and that much 
of it is still racially skewed. The figures underline yet again that crime and its dire consequences 
drain the country of important resources that should normally be applied to social and economic 
upliftment. The NPC’s Diagnostic Report made this point clearly when it stated that ‘when people 



feel unsafe it makes it harder for them to pursue their personal goals and to take part in social and 
economic activity.’ 
 
However one interprets these statistics, it is impossible to escape the conclusion that the police are 
not succeeding adequately to counter crime. One particularly troubling aspect is that it is organised 
syndicates that generate much crime, and yet political interference in the area of crime intelligence 
has meant that the focus and morale necessary to fight such organised crime successfully has been 
undermined. Virtually every commentator has pointed to the fact that if crime intelligence is 
disrupted through lack of leadership and through political intrigue, then the wherewithal for fighting 
crime is seriously depleted and we cannot expect that there will be significant breakthroughs in 
crime detection, especially regarding organised crime. A case in point is the fact that seven out of 
ten of the worst districts for illegal possession of firearms are on the Cape Flats, and yet there is no 
indication that anything is being done to identify and tackle the source of these guns. 
 
Any destabilisation of the police service must necessarily lead to a lowering of its capacity to deal 
with those categories of crime where normal, sound policing practice can have a positive effect such 
as robberies, car and truck hijackings, etc.  
 
It has also been pointed out that better policing and a more rigorous criminal justice system alone 
cannot turn these figures around. Without excusing all that is dysfunctional within the police service 
and the criminal justice system, it is nonetheless true that many crimes, and much criminal 
behaviour, flow from poor social skills, poor values, bad relationships and a number of behavioural 
malfunctions. These can only be reversed through the choices we make at home, at school and in 
other social environments which are largely of our own making. Thus, it is to some degree also a 
situation which we must take in hand and do our part to rectify, so that the statistics for next year 
will once again be evidence of an improving situation and a sign of a safer environment for all our 
people. 
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